Senior Miss & Senior Ambassador Riding Test

At A - Stand on a loose rein, wait for Judges to okay the start.
At A - Walk to B on a loose rein
At B - Trot to BC.
At BC - Lope/Canter a 20 meter circle to the left on left lead. Continue Lope/Canter to CD
At CD - Trot begin serpentine as shown. After 3rd serpentine halt at rail
At Rail - Back 5 steps, 180 turn to the left on Haunches, walk to X
At X - trot to A, make right hand turn to DA
At DA - Lope/canter a 20 meter circle to the right on the right lead.
    Continue Lope/Canter to D
At D - HALT, Stand for a count of ten. 90 degree turn on the Haunches To the right. Walk to X
At X - Halt, Dismount, verbal testing, mount and walk to B
At B - Prepare for Queen/Ambassador Salute.
From B to B - Controlled Hand Gallop counter clock wise. Halt at B.
    Salute the Judges.
Exit arena at the walk. Good Job!